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Abstract. This work introduces a new approach to detect fake fingers, based on
the analysis of time-series fingerprint images. When a user puts a finger on the
scanner surface, a time-series sequence of fingerprint images is captured. Five
features are extracted from the image sequence. Two features represent the skin
elasticity, and three features represent the physiological process of perspiration.
Finally the Support Vector Matching (SVM) is used to discriminate the finger
skin from other materials such as gelatin. The experiments carried out on a
dataset of real and fake fingers show that the proposed approach and features
are effective in fake finger detection.

1 Introduction
Fingerprint authentication (verification/identification) is one of the most important
biometric technologies [1]. It has been widely used in both anti-criminal and civilian
applications. However, the security of fingerprint scanners has been questioned. Previous studies have shown that fingerprint scanners can be fooled with the copies of
real fingerprints which are called artificial fingerprints [2, 3]. Some approaches have
been recently presented to deal with the above problem which is often referred to as
“fake finger detection”, i.e. the discrimination of fake fingerprints from real ones [4,
5, 6]. Some of them use hardware-based methods to acquire life signs such as epidermis temperature, pulse oximetry, blood pressure and electric resistance [2, 5, 7]. Unfortunately, the performance achieved by most of these methods is not satisfactory,
due to the inherent variability of such characteristics [6]. Furthermore, those equipments are usually expensive. Some other fake finger detection approaches use software-based methods. In [8, 9], the user is required to move the finger once it touches
the scanner surface. A sequence of DistortionCodes is captured from the movement
and analyzed to determine the nature of the finger. However, the way how the images
are acquired is not user friendly. Another kind of methods are proposed in [4, 7, 10],
which quantify a specific temporal perspiration pattern to detect fake fingers. The
performances of these methods are effective [10], but they are sensitive to the different skin characteristic.
Previously, we have developed a fake finger detection method based on the analysis of finger skin elasticity [11]. It adopts the way which uses the information already
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captured by the fingerprint authentication system to detect life signs. No special hardware or finger movement is required during the fingerprint acquisition process. When
a user puts a finger on the scanner surface as normal fingerprint authentication system
required, a time-series sequence of fingerprint images which describes the finger
deformation process is captured (explained by Fig.1). Two features representing the
skin elasticity are extracted from the image sequence. And the Fisher Linear Discriminant [12] is finally used to perform classification of “real finger” or “fake finger”. The testing sets contained 300 image sequences of 30 different live fingers, and
470 sequences of 47 different fake fingers. The EER of the method was 4.78%. While
the initial result was encouraging, it still raised a number of issues, like the scarcity of
features leads to the low adaptability of the method.

Fig. 1. A sequence of fingerprint images which describes the deformation process of a real finger

In this paper, we present the extension approach of this initial study. We use the
same time-series fingerprint sequences acquisition system, and we combine two initial
elasticity features with three new features which describe the physiological process of
perspiration. As fake finger detection is actually a two-class classification problem,
we choose the SVM [13, 14, 15] which is a powerful classifier in multi-dimensional
space as our classifier.
The new proposed approach has the following advantages: 1) the time-series
fingerprint sequences acquisition system is user friendly. 2) the combined features
representing the skin elasticity and perspiration process have high adaptability to the
variations in skin conditions. The experiments carried out on a dataset of real and
fake fingers show that the proposed approach and features are effective in fake
finger detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the new combined features and the new classifier in detail. Section 3 gives the experimental results
and the discussion. And in section 4, we give the conclusions.

2 A New Approach to Fake Finger Detection
2.1 Data Collection
When a user puts a finger on the scanner surface, we use Veridicom FPS200 capacitive scanner to capture a time-series sequence of fingerprint images at a certain frame
rate. For example, when the frame rate is 20 fps (frames per second) and the capturing
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duration is 1.5s, the image number of every sequence is 30. The image sequence is
used for fake finger detection. One or more of them can be used for fingerprint
authentication. Let {F1, F2,……, Fn} be the sequence of n images. For each image
sequence, we use the last image to compute two features which are called static features. And we use all the images in sequence to compute three features which are
called dynamic features.
Our data collection method requires no extra hardware or special finger movement.
Furthermore, the time-series fingerprint image sequences are used for fake finger
detection while one or more of them can be used for fingerprint authentication. It’s an
effective way to prevent the attacker from using artificial fingerprint and real fingerprint for fake finger detection and authentication steps respectively.
2.2 Extracting the Static Features
We define two static features to describe the physiological process of finger perspiration. When in contact with the fingerprint sensor, live fingers demonstrate a distinctive moisture pattern compared to fake fingers. Capacitive fingerprint sensors are
sensitive to the skin's moisture changes. Variations in gray levels of fingerprint images correspond to variations in moisture [4, 7, 10]. The static features measure periodic variability in gray level along the ridges due to the presence of perspiration
around the pores. The fake fingers fail to provide the static patterns due to the lack of
active pore-emanated perspiration [4].
For a time-series fingerprint image sequence, we use the last image to extract the
static features. To quantify the perspiration phenomenon, we use the way described in
[4] to map a 2-dimensional fingerprint image to a signal which represents the gray
level values along the ridges. It contains the following steps:
Step 1: fingerprint image enhancement, which includes removing the background,
smoothing the noises, and getting the binary image.
Step 2: skeleton image acquisition, which includes thinning the enhanced images to
make the ridges only one pixel wide (as shown in Fig.2), discarding the curves shorter
than 10 pixels since the distance between most pores is longer than 10 pixels.
Step 3: recording the gray level along the ridges and doing the Fourier transform to form
a signal [4] (as shown in Fig.3).

Fig. 2. A raw fingerprint image and its corresponding skeleton image
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(a) from a real finger

(b) from a fake finger made by gelatin
Fig. 3. The signal which represents the gray level values along the ridges of the fingerprint images

Static Feature 1 (SF1): SF1 is first mentioned in [4]. It uses the Fourier transform of
the ridge signal from the last image and quantifies the existence of active pores
through the corresponding spatial frequencies, as shown in Eq.1 and Eq.2.

f (k ) =
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n
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where n is the total number of individual curves obtained in Step 2, and Li represents
the individual curves.
Through the observation of Fig.3, we can see that the energy of fake fingers is
much lower compared to live fingers.
Static Feature 2 (SF2): SF2 describes the distribution of the signal. We divide the
signal into 20 parts evenly. For each part, we record the number of pixels
Ni (i=1, 2, ……, 20) in raw fingerprint image whose gray level belongs to this part.
SF2 is computed by Eq.3.
SF 2 =

N max

N all

(3)

where Nmax represents the maximum pixel number in {Ni (i=1, 2, ……, 20)}, and Nall
is the sum of Ni (i=1, 2, ……, 20).
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Through the observation, we can see that for the live fingers, signal distribution is
much more average than fake fingers. So in most cases, the value of SF2 of a live
finger is lower than the value of a fake one.
2.3 Extracting the Dynamic Features
We define three dynamic features DF1-DF3. DF1 and DF2 describe the finger distortion process. This two features measure the finger skin elasticity. DF3 describes the
temporal change of the ridge signal from an image to the image captured 5 seconds
later. The signal changes because of the propagation of the moisture between pores of
real fingers. The fake fingers fail to provide the DF3 patterns due to the lack of active
pore-emanated perspiration [4].
Dynamic Feature 1 (DF1): DF1 is the correlation coefficient of fingerprint area and
signal Intensity.
For a time-series sequence {Fi (i=1, 2,……, n)}, the following steps are performed
on each frame Fi (i=1, 2,……, n):
We first extract the fingerprint area. Let Si (i=1, 2,……, n) represent the fingerprint
area of Fi (i=1, 2,……, n). Then we divide Fi into blocks of size w×w (16×16). The
variance of each block is computed by Eq.4.
VAR =

1
w2

w −1 w −1

∑
∑ ( I (i,
i=0 j=0

j) - M )2 , M =

1
w2
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∑
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(4)

where I(i, j) represents the intensity (0-255) of the pixel at the ith row and jth column
in one block. M represents the mean value of the block intensity. The fingerprint area
Si is obtained by Eq.5.

Si = N i × w × w

(5)

where Ni is the number of blocks whose VAR is greater than a certain threshold.
Then we compute the average signal intensity of the fingerprint area. The average
signal intensity AvgInti (i=1, 2,……, n) of the fingerprint area is computed by Eq.6.

A v g I n ti =

∑

I (i, j )> ε

I (i, j ) / S i

(6)

where I(i, j) is the intensity of the pixel in fingerprint area of Fi.εis a threshold which
is used to separate the pixels in fingerprint area from the ones in background.
DF1 is obtained by Eq.7. It’s the correlation coefficient of the fingerprint area
S={Si} (i=1,2,……, n) and the signal intensity AvgInt ={AvgInti}(i=1,2,……, n).

DF1 =

Cov( S , AvgInt )
D( S ) × D( AvgInt )

(7)

where Cov(X, Y) is the covariance of X and Y, and D(X) is the squared deviation of X.
The signal intensity captured by a capacitive sensor is effected by to two factors:
the pressing pressure and the humidity of finger skin (or other materials). For a real
finger, with the increase of pressure, the fingerprint area S and the signal intensity
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AvgInt increases both, which means they have a positive correlation. Fig.4 shows the
relation of S and AvgInt of a real finger and a fake finger made by gelatin. For real
finger, with the increase of fingerprint area from 3.5 to 5.5 ( 104), the average intensity monotonically increases from 100 to 170. But for fake finger, with the increase of
fingerprint area, the average intensity presents a random fluctuation, which means
they have no obvious correlation.
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Fig. 4. The average intensity as a function of the fingerprint area. (a) a real finger, (b) a fake
finger made by gelatin

Dynamic Feature 2 (DF2): DF2 is the standard deviation of fingerprint area extension in x and y axes.
For each frame Fi and its next frame Fi+1 in a time-series sequence {Fi (i=1,
2,……, n)}, we compute the fingerprint area extension Hoi (i=1, 2,……, n-1) in x axis
and Veri (i=1, 2,……, n-1) in y axis, shown in Eq.8.

Hoi = abs(max xi +1 − min xi +1 ) − abs(max xi − min xi )
Veri = abs(max yi +1 − min yi +1 ) − abs(max yi − min yi )

(8)

where xi and yi indicate the pixel coordinate of Fi, and abs(x) is the absolute value of x.
DF2 is obtained by Eq.9. It’s the mean value of the standard deviation of
H={Hoi}and V={Veri} (i=1,2,……, n-1).
DF 2 =

1
D( H ) × D(V )
2

(9)

where D(X) is the squared deviation of X.
Dynamic Feature 3 (DF3): DF3 is the min/max growth ratio of fingerprint signal. It
is also first mentioned in [4]. We choose the image captured at the 2nd second, and the
image captured 5 seconds later from the sequence Fi (i=1, 2,……, n) to compute this
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feature. Fig.5 shows the typical examples of the signal of a real finger and a fake one.
DF3 is computed by Eq.10.
DF3 =

∑ j ( C 2mjin
∑ k ( C 2mka x

− C 1mj in )

(10)

− C 1mk a x )

where Cnjmin(n=1, 2) represents the signal of the jth minimum point of Fn and
Cnkmax(n=1, 2) represents the signal of the kth maximum point of Fn.

(a) from a real finger

(b) from a fake finger made by gelatin
Fig. 5. The typical examples of the signal of a real finger and a fake one

For the live fingerprint signal, the heights of the maximums do not increase as fast
as the minimums. So the average ratio of the minimum growth to maximum of two
images should be lower for the live fingerprint signal compared to fake fingers [4].
2.4 Determining Results by the SVM

We define a 5-tuple feature vector V=(SF1, SF2, DF1, DF2, DF3) to describe the
liveness of a fingerprint sequence. As fake finger detection is actually a two-class
classification problem, the SVM is chosen as the classifier. For a vector V(SF1, SF2,
DF1, DF2, DF3), we need to label it with “real finger” or “fake finger”. The decision
function of an SVM is shown in Eq.11.
f (V ) =

w • V

+ b

(11)

where w • V is the dot product between w(the normal vector to the hyperplane) and
V(the matching vector). The margin for an input vector Vi is yif(Vi) where y ∈ {-1, 1} is
i
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the correct class label for Vi. Seeking the maximum margin can be expressed as minimizing w • w subject to yi ( w • Vi + b ) ≥ 1, ∀i . We allow but penalize the examples
falling to the wrong side of the hyperplane.
We use SVMlight 1 for the implementation of SVM, and take linear kernel in
experiments.

3 Experiments and Discussion
In this section we carried out some experiments to evaluate the presented fake fingerprint detection approach.
3.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, a dataset of image sequences was collected.
The dataset was acquired from 15 volunteers, all of whom were graduates of the Computer Science and Technology Department, Tsinghua University. For real fingerprints,
two fingers were collected from each volunteer; ten image sequences were recorded for
each real finger. For fake fingerprints, 47 fake fingers were manufacted, all of which
were made of gelatin and had medium humidity; ten image sequences were recorded for
each fake finger. The total number of the image sequences is 770. And the image sequences were acquired using the capacitive fingerprint scanner “Veridicom Fps200”,
which produces 250×300 fingerprint images at 500 DPI.
Table 1. The information of dataset

Real fingerprint
Fake fingerprint

Different fingers/
Sensors
Image sequences
30/300
capacitive sensor
47/470
capacitive sensor

Image size

Resolution

250×300
250×300

500 dpi
500 dpi

3.2 Measures

Let FAR (False Accept Rate) be the proportion of fake fingers that are incorrectly
accepted, and FRR (False Reject Rate) be the proportion of real fingers that are incorrectly rejected. The EER (that is the value such that FRR =FAR) is reported as a performance indicator. Note that FAR and FRR do not include verification/identification
errors. The configuration of the running computer is Pentium 2.60 GHz, 1.00GB.
3.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

For each fingerprint image sequence, we extracted the features and used the SVM to
determine the final results. In our experiments, the dataset was divided into two parts:
a set (400 sequences, from 15 real fingers and 25 fake fingers) used for training the
classification models; and a test set (370 sequences, from the other 15 real fingers and
1

http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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22 fake fingers) used to measure the performance. The experimental result is shown
in Fig. 6. And the EER of the proposed approach measured in the above described
experimentation was 4.49%. The experimental results strongly suggest that the presented features and approach are effective in detecting fake fingers. Although it is not
fair to compare our approach with other fake finger detection systems due to the difference in experimental datasets, we also list the experimental results of four different
systems in Fig. 7. The first system uses extra hardware to capture the odor signal to
discriminate the finger skin odor from that of other materials [6]. The second system
requires user to move the finger once it touches the scanner surface; and uses a sequence of DistortionCodes to determine the nature of the finger [8]. The third system
is our previous work based on the analysis of skin elasticity. And the fourth system is
our new presented approach. Our new approach uses the same datasets as the third
system. Obviously it is impossible for our approach to use the same datasets with the
[6, 8] systems.
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Fig. 6. The FRR as a function of FAR of the proposed approach
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Fig. 7. The comparison of experimental results for different fake finger detection systems
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4 Conclusion
Our main contributions to fake finger detection are: 1) proposing a software-based
fake finger detection approach. The approach uses a user friendly way to acquire a
time-series sequence of fingerprint images for each finger. The features are extracted
from the image sequences and further analyzed by the SVM to determine the nature
of the finger; 2) proposing a 5-tuple features representing the skin elasticity and the
physiological process of perspiration. The features have strong ability in discriminating the fake fingers from real ones and high adaptability to the variations in skin conditions. The experimental results show that the proposed features and approach are
effective in fake finger detection.
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